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ABSTRACT
A prescriptive teaching program developed by the

teachers of Madison Elementary School, Fargo, North Dakota, is
described in the brochure. The students are from low income families;
the majority of the teachers have received their training at the New
School of Behavioral Studies, University of North Dakota. In
determining what is best for each child the staff has four goals: 1)

to develop a positive self-concept; 2) to develop enthusiasm for
learning; 3) to develop a self-reliant, self-motivated, independent
pupil; and 4) to develop personal responsibility. Teachers assess
each student's learning skills and learning styles, and then use this
evaluation to design a program for the child. The curriculum consists
of teacher developed learning packages. The teacher chooses the
package which best fits the student's needs. This basic instruction
is supplemented by activity-oriented learning centers: the students
choose activities and keep their own record of the work they do in
the centers. The student's work is evaluated and new directions in
his program are decided upon in a weekly conference between each
student and his teacher. Because of the importance of the teacher
role in the Madison program, continual teacher training is provided.
With the new learning climate, attendance has improved, and many more
.Madison students are going on to complete junior high and high
school. (Author/RM)
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6. Automatic Skills
Does the child have difficulty following oral instructions? Is his
word order jumbled? Does he get directions confused, have poor rote
memory, have poor rhythm and flow in speech?

From this assessment a teacher learns if a child has basic physiological or
psychological impairments that will have to be considered in developing that
child's program.

To assess a child's learning style, the Madison School personnel us, a
diagnostic teaching outline developed by Dr. Marshall Rosenberg in his book,
Diagnostic Teaching. In this outline, Dr. Rosenberg describes four learning
styles and characteristics of students exhibiting each style.

1. Rigid-Inhibited Style
Generally unresponsive, becomes confused easily, needs constant
help; is upset by changes in routine; rigidly adheres to rules

2. Undisciplined Style
Negativistic, defiant, antisocial, disrespectful, destructive;
has poor tolerance, breaks rules

3. Acceptance-Anxious Style
Tries too hard, shows off; is overly sensitive, a worrier, fearful
of failure, excessively competitive

4. Creative Style
Thinks creatively, is persistent in problem solving, shows initiative;
flexible, respectful, open to new ideas, applies knowledge

Along with Dr. Rosenberg's outline teachers also assess 14 other person-
ality and behavior factors which have a bearing on how the child learns. (See

the Diagnostic Teaching Summary Sheet in the box below.)

PRESCRIPTION

Once a diagnosis of the child's learning is made, the teacher uses this
evaluation to help the student improve his learning. The teacher does most of
the prescribing for each child, but the school does have a full-time diagnos-
tician who helps teachers plan programs or find materials for selected students.
Although the teacher designs a program for each child, this does not mean that
each child has a completely separate program. If groups of children have like
needs they have like programs. If a child's needs are unique, then he becomes
a group of one.

A child's program includes two types of goals. First there are general
goals which will help the child become a better learner. For example, if
Johnny is diagnosed as an undisciplined learner, his teacher might decide
that to help him develop the internal controls he lacks he needs to have im-
mediate feedback on the social consequences of his behavior. So if Johnny does
not finish an assignment, he might be required to stay after school that day
to complete his work. If he disturbs other students, he may be socially
isolated immediately. In all cases the teacher tries to provide logical
and immediate consequences for Johnny's behavior.

Johnny's program also includes specific behavioral objectives. If

Johnny cannot subtract, the teacher provides materials which deal with
this basic skill. If Johnny is a more adept auditory than visual learner,
she may provide him with tapes for the recorder so that he can listen as he
reads certain materials. Whatever Johnny's needs are diagnosed to be, the
teacher tries to provide specific remedies.

Students are diagnosed at the beginning of each year by their teacher,
who uses the Diagnostic Teaching SumMary. However, diagnosis is also a con-
tinual process at Madison. A student is not put into one category forever.
As a teacher observes changes in a child's behavior, she reassesses that child's
needs and makes necessary program adjustments..

CURRICULUM

One objection to an open-classroom, activity-oriented school is that it
is difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate what the students are learning.
Madison Elementary avoids this problem by following a specifically planned
curriculum. In fact they follow the same curricular pattern as the other
elementary schools in Fargo, using the same books and learning packages.

The learning packages used in the Fargo school system were developed by
a group of 140 teachers working in a specially funded summer institute. The
packages are groups of behavioral objectives that were written by the teach-
ers for each subject area. They based the objectives on the textbook materials
being used and drew up pre- and post-tests as part of each paekage. The learn-
ing packages cover each level of the elementary curriculum.

Although the learning packages are used as the basis for the curriculum,
the way in which the packages are used at Madison is different from their use
in more traditional schools. Rather than use a single -level package with the
entire, class, a.Madison teacher chooses the package which best suits each stu-
dent in her class. In any one class, students might be using as many as 20
different packages at one time.

Teachers at Madison work diligently to individualize the curriculum. Even

in highly teacher-taught subjects like phonetics and mathematics, teachers fit
the material to the child, not the child to the material. Language arts and

imath are the primary areas of ndividualization; social studies and science
are started from a class position but are individualized later by'involving stu-
dents in special projects.

Learning centers replace rows
of desks in Madison classrooms

Audiovisual Center.

Reading Center

Puzzle and Problem Center



Creative Writing Center

Math Center

Shopping center

Madison is not unstructured. The curriculum learning goals provide a
framework; within this framework students can make choices about the tasks

they do. Dr. Dodge believes that within this structure of "choice within
limits" students are meeting acadethic goals while enjoying learning and

building self-esteem.

CLASSROOM LEARNING CENTERS

'Madison classrooms do not look like traditional school room.' In most
cases desks are gone and the room is divided into areas by panels of vividly

painted, heavy tri-wall cardboard. The areas are called learning centers, and
they are designed to accommodate a limited number of students at one time.: Most
centers contain a table and one or two chairs, but children also sit on the floor

to do their work.
The learning centers are not used for basic instruction; such instruction

is given either to the whole class or in small groups.. Learning centers are
used for motivation, broadening of practical interest, enrichment, anda tie
between home and school. There are learning centers for math, social studies,
creative writing, reading, art, and science, as well as puzzle centers, sport
centers, listening centers, and speCial project centers,

Each learning center contains many. activities in which students can engage.
The pupils keep their own record of the work they do in the centers, on booklets
or sheets that are provided. .If written work is' done, it.is placed, in a cubby

hole within the center so that the teacher can peruse the work later. The

answers to problems and puzzles are frequently supplied to the students,. since
the purpose of the centers is not to test but to motivate..

To prevent students from congregating in one.or twocenters, teachers
generally use a sign-up sheet which indicates the'maximum number ofHstudents
allowed in a center at one time, Studentssign.up on.afirst-comefirstserved
rotating basis. Generally'oot more than' three.or four studentsareallowed in
a center at one time.

If a'visitor were to enter a fifth grade class in'Madison Elementary, he
might.see a scene something like this... In the Creative Writing Center,'named

"Write On there is a Magic Pencil suspended from theCeiling, with:ideasJor
creative writing enclosed. .:Abulletin.board-covered ,with'unfiniShedsentences
taken from advertising slogans invites siUdentsto'becimhe advertising writers.'
A box with peep holes contains titles for stories; another hex is filled with i
unfinished Haiku,poems,t6 'complete; a third box is a "think box",for cartoon

The Math and Social Studies Center contains a mini-shoppinvcenter,llest
Acres, built and run .by students. Within:the Center are'booths for 'shopping

and banking. Students sell homemade :items like obokies.and candy and school
supplies; they:also run a cleaning service and'a booth in Whichstudents can ,

buy stock in_ the center. the stu-

dents went-to a local bank, borrowed.money,for theAniiial investment, and
'signed a note with their' teacher. _13y:the.end'of the year they had made enough,'
money to-pay back the loanand.aplit-eope profits.

',Catalogue and Menu Math is a_center:tlesigned,to reinforce -basic mathema-

tical skills.. Restaurants,inj'argo_ContribUte:menus which-Students,use.:in
solving' problems found in a card file. A sampleAaroblemMight:tell a student,
.that he and three friends will eat dinner ata'particularrteateurantand have
a certain 'amount of money to spend. He must decide,whatach:one :,..

and howmuch the, bill will beThere are also major commercial catalogues
for-solving other problems:' 'One:bulletin boaid, 'called'"/ trip Across the
United States,"_ is used by students to compute mileage, food, room, and gas

costs. 'A..number.of cribbage boards made by themanual training class aie,put,,,,

to good use.." ,

The Social Studies Center focuses on the United States.: A huge map of-i.
the country 'in in the middle of the floor. The students meet around this map
the first' -thing each:morning'i with their copies of the Fargodaiiymewspaper.
News and weather itema.are ,distuased, using the map as reference. Laterthe
-"rt:Station,",staffekby'students,,does a 9:00:A.M. news and weather report
whickis'either tape&Or:piesented'over, amidiophone to the hiher,studentS
Each state that is current?.y.heingsindiedhas-4 box with activities,listed
ron:pieces-ofpaperao stUdenta can work,Indepeedently'lm the Center.,

Animals arc theictirrent.:topic of the. Science Center. An old washing

machine serves as'akaqUariUmfOr studying fish StUdents have made a film
about'animals by drawing pictures on a 'largeroil of paper.' They show the:
film by rolling,the'Paper on'broom handlesthrough an' old wooden T.V. frame.

A tape recordingptovides.the audio.
The ListeningCenter is'equipped with a record player and tape recorder:''

A "menu" lists the week's Offerings, sole:Musical'and'eome narrative; studenti
listee:and.evaluate whatthey,_hear'. "Mission 'Impossible'! is the name for the

Puzzle Center,'-where studentslinciall sorts of puzzles.,snd games designed to
reinforce:basic reading and math skills. A Special,' Project Center encourages

a tie_between home:and school. In this center students may work on projects
which,:they'bring:from home, such as motors, clocks;:knitting,,or weaving.

Throughout the rest orthe school, there are other facilities for motia-
ting the children. There'are'platform "tree houses" for quiet study.; Porthe,
creative urge, there are puppet stages and',trunks of costumeSjor,plays.', Painted

icardlioard hoxes,hoici tools and art supplies. 'A special Lohd-Soft Room can be ,

'used; or study or music., ' in'one'nrea steclehts,can' learn how to keep bees.
Learning center:activities:require Mahy.materials, bht at Madison costs

are kept to a minimum by students and teachersmaking the"fthings they use. Not
5 ,4

Individual Project Center,i.



only do they make games and puzzles, they also make tables, chairs, storage
bins, carrels, and magazine racks from heavy cardboard. Dr. Dodge points out,
"We do not make these things because the hoard of Education will not supply
them, but because we think these children need to real Ise that everything does
not need to be handed to them. They can make satisfactory things for themselves."

EVALUATION

Students at Madison are not given grades: however, they are formally
evaluated. One of the hallmarks of the Madison plan Is a weekly conference
between each student and his teacher. These conferences are one way in which
student and teacher evaluate the student's work and decide on new directions
in his program. But the conferences are not confined to academic discussion,
Sometimes personal problems are discussed. Teachers find these conferences a
way of individualizing and of letting each student know that he is important
and deserves to be heard.

To keep parents informed of their child's progress, Madison teachers hold
two parent-teacher conferences each year and send home two cheCk-list type report
cards. The check lists are based on behavioral oblectives. Most parents receive
considerably more communication with teachers throughout the year, because the
Madison staff feels parent cooperation is essential to the program. Many parents
do volunteer work in the school. Parents are taken on tours of the entire school
so they can understand the principles of the progran rather than lust view their
child's classroom: By opening these channels of communication the staff can more
easily Ciscuss with parents their child's needs and program.

TEACHER'S ROLE

In summarizing the Madison School plan, Dr. Dodge has written:

The most important single aspect is the teacher (training, readi-
ness, and eagernesS) in making a decision to dove in this direction.
The teaching personnel needs to have complete dedication and trust
along with a supportive Principal, Superintendent, and Board of
Education in order to achieve their goals. The personnel needs
special training and creative capabilities to the use of various
unique techniques, but, most of all, the teacher needs empathy,
understanding, and love for each pupil.

The need for teacher excellence in the Madison plan is obvious, but it
has not just happened. To help each teacher meet the school's goals, Madison
provides continual teacher training. Teachers are encouraged to visit each
Other's classrooms to observe effective techniques. They are .also encouraged
to share their good ideas for approaches and materials with others on the staff.
To evaluate her own performance, each teacher views a videotape of herself in
the classroom and tries to determine how she can improve her non-verbal as well
as verbal techniques.

Finally, the staff is expected to be supportive of each other. One of
the teacher goals states, "Everyone gets tired and discouraged and needs the
constant assurance that everyone else is interested and helpful."

Madison Elementary is not a rich school. Madison students are not intel-
'lectually gifted. Five years ago, before the Madison Plan was implemented, the
school had a poor attendance record and a high drop-out rate. In fact, in 1970
only six former Madison students graduated from high school. With the new
learning climate developed at Madison, attendance has improved and many more
Madison students are completing junior high and high school. PerhLps the key
to the program's success lies in a statement made by Dr. Dodge: "At Madison We
would stand on our heads to get a kid to learn." 'ortunately, with so many
other things going for Madison students, headstands don't seem to be necessary.

DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING SUMMARY SHEET

Learning Style
(check classification)

Rioid-/nhibited
Undisciplined
Acceptance-Anxious
Creative

Learning Skill
(check areas or needs)

Attention
Motor
Visual
Auditory
Conceptual
Automatic

Other Factors
(check +, -, or if
neutral, leave blank)

Personality
Leadership
Empathy.
Ability to get along
with others

Self-control
Self-reliance
Creativity
Respect for authority
Industriousness
Not inhibited
Respensibility
Happy'

Initiative
Enthusiasm
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